Allegiance: War of Factions
1st Edition Errata
current as of August 3, 2005

For up-to-date rulings and errata, check the “Card Rulings and Errata” forum located at
http://www.lucidraven.com/phpBB2
Arson
- Now reads "Discard a citizen of yours in play or from your hand to burn down any structure.
Citizen's total printed costs must be equal to or greater than the printed cost of the structure.
Cannot be played against a stronghold."
Bannion Rowens
- Special ability now reads "If Bannion’s brother Calowen is a combat with Bannion, Bannion gains
+2 offense vs. structures in addition to his normal raze bonus."
Calowen Rowens
- Special ability now reads "If Calowen’s brother Bannion is a combat with Calowen, Calowen
gains +2 offense vs. structures in addition to his normal raze bonus."
Colosseum
- Add after the card ability "Colosseum may not be used during combat."
Field Hospital
- Card now reads "If a troop takes a wound that would kill it, you may pay 2 influence tokens to
heal that troop one wound. Each troop can only have one wound healed this way per round. Play
this ability as a reaction."
Lumber Mill
- Second ability now reads "As part of the cost of paying for a structure, you may place Lumber
Mill in the discard pile to reduce the cost of the structure by up to 4 influence tokens. This cannot
reduce the cost below zero."
Royal Guardsman
- Royal Guardsman is not a unique personality; this is incorrectly marked on the card.
Sewer Tunnel
- "Cannot be used during the military phase." now reads "Cannot be used during combat."
Shrine
- Secondary ability now reads: "If Shrine is unexhausted, all troops defending your holdings gain
+1 offense."
Thick Fog
- Now reads "Combat immediately ends. All battle participants return home without fighting. Must
be played before the movement phase."
Trebuchet
- Card should be read as: "Pay two political influence tokens to target any structure during a noncombat phase. Use this ability only if Trebuchet is not exhausted. Trebuchet and targeted
structure enter combat. Target structure cannot fight back. As a reaction, you may pay two
political influence to have another unexhausted Trebuchet join this attack as a joint attack. Except
for the die roll, no modifiers or additional troops may be used to affect this attack by either side.
Exhaust all Trebuchets that participated in the combat following the combat."

